Orientation program 2014

This concept of Orientation program is adopted to acquaint the freshers with the Institute environment, help them settle down and feel comfortable in a new atmosphere and to prepare them to face new academic and co-curricular activities and challenges. For this, a 21 day long program is implemented which consists of

1] Lectures through video conferencing

2] Bridge courses

3] Motivational lectures by Experts from various fields

4] Medical check-up by specially appointed doctors

5] HODs talk

6] First aid training

7] Disaster management training

8] Departmental visits

9] Trichy and Thanjavur visits

10] Yoga, exercise, martial arts and games

11] Cultural and recreational activities

Apart from bridging the gap between school and college life, this program is also instrumental in getting to know your batch mates and making new life-long friends, knowing the place around and slowly graduating to a comfortable academic level. Overall this program orients one to be a better human being and help the transformation of a boy/girl into a man/woman and eventually defines the person.